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About This Game

We have created an adventure where exploration, survival and solving puzzles will help you uncover the truth of Hania's past
and help her find a way back home.

The Great Journey

In your search for answers you will have to learn how to survive environmental changes and perils along the way. Your own
abilities, as well as your understanding of magic, will help you as you search for clues to Hania's past.

For the Explorers and the Fighters

Momento Temporis rewards the fearless and the curious. Stay and fight your enemies head on as you explore this immense world
and you will find hidden treasure to help you on your way. Use your new abilities and equipment as you retrace your steps and

you will most likely find previously uncharted areas ripe for exploration.

The choice is yours in Momento Temporis: Light from the Deep.
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momento temporis light from the deep

I like this. i like the game, BESIDES all the little annoyances. however, they mass up. and thats why i can't recommend it at this
point. it's currently a beta and while my experience could have been through the roof as i love the genre sadly it was not. this is a
non complete list of things to improve to improve the ux:

- 11 hours played, and i stopped counting the crashes. unacceptable to quality software.
- the building menu has a slow and stuffed ui. building is less fun than it should be, deleting things is horrible, changing a layout
is a nightmare. other builders (eg. anno series, original tycoon series) have shown how this could\/should be done
- time is not intuitive
 - car pricing feels like a blackbox. different aspects of the game have a different level of importance. i think of this as a builder
game. why cant the dude (who is it btw) always giving tips for pricing (which he is wrong about 70% of the time) not take care
for me on the very first time i play? progress in the game = rising complexity?
- i cannot count the instances where the production belt has let me down, needed to be deleted and rebuild
- supply systems handling is nerv wracking (check out sim city 2000 which solved this with views)
- tech tree feels linear and i am always stuck in scrolling. try queing something to a longer list and get that into second postion
-_-
-components (or other stats) are great, but i can't work with them, eg mark some, sort them myself in groups
- ai cars \/ competition are invisible (models etc.) or i still havent found this. part of marketresearch? (eg. capitalism)

now here are the good things:
- factory graphics has a lot of love for details
- as stated above producing cars is actually fun
- upgrading the production line to sniff in your own parts or upgrades keeps you busy at your own pace. Okay i love the game
but why is the last guy op asf and it seems unfair than anything i cant beat him or anything and its makking me very made still a
great game but the boss is just f**king stupid his reach is too op, he does is specail just as I attack and he keeps grabbing me.. I
was surprisingly satisfied. I truly enjoyed playing this game. Challenging but not too hard. Loved the art work, colors, setting,
and sounds. Worth the price although I bought it for 50% off. I'd recommend to anyone who enjoys a point\/click\/drag puzzle
style game.. Dated as ♥♥♥♥ part 2 Electric Buguloo. Pay to win....no change to get better card by coin. There is one
achievement that I cant get eventhough Ive beaten the game already
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4pm Isn't really a game its more message that's in a easy to digest game like experience. I think the authors of this a just trying
to find a easy way to help people understand the troubles of life. you learn better from doing something rather then just reading
about it. I don't know what they plan next but I think this idea has potential. check out all my thought in my video review 
http://youtu.be/YvcIe1TL6_g. Only played a single round but it really has some potential. If you are fine with playing alone
most of the time its fine but if you expected live enemys then this probably is nothing for you just like it's not for me because of
that reason. Might visit it later on if it's able to get a higher playerbase.
. The game has the elevators inverted and i cant change it WHA HAPPENE.. A good German Route done well. PZB and LZP
operate both as expected, next to no fualts with the route only noticed one unexpected speed change but not everything can be
prefect. If you like German routes both high speed, commuter or freight it's worth a buy (but as always wait for sale for best
price).. I hate math.
gameplay : 7/10
graphic : 7/10. "Shine the light in the Raptors' eyes" As I watch my friend shine a seady light straight at the raptor's face while it
approaches then eats him. He tries again with my Vive but he really tries to reach for the eyes, same results. I try and then for
the first two in game hours there are no raptors in sight. I'm not a fan of horror\/suspense but this was downright boring.. One of
the worst games I've ever played. After nearly 13 years of gaming this game is one of those games I will highlight in the High
Score of the worst games at rank 1. The idea could have come from a developer out of the 80's. Someone who is thrown into the
nice world of creating games. But for now we are lot's of years later. And people can compare their work with the once from the
others.

If this game would only come with a catchy art work. But not even this. The graphics are poor, the sound horrowable, the
mechanics inexistent. Pulling cars from the track to the refill station and wait till you grinded enough money to upgrade your
tankstation to been able to refill the next cars. And so far I have to rate this game with at least 1 out of 10. Because the creator
didn't lie when he named his game "Fill Up!". You wont do anything else. But 2,99 Bucks for a concept of game isn't worth at
all. Not even gifted!. Best Game EVER. this is a very good product, but like fences this software have problem problems with
two screen setups, one of which is when you change your taskbar texture there are some textures that wont work with two
screens and go far only as the amount of pixel that the main monitor is (you cant fix this problem even tho there are things that
may be trying to), there are probably more bugs that i didnt notice\/ rememeber. also please add more customable buttons, like
lauch program or something like that, another idea is that i think there should be an option (mabey there is one) to customize
your icons on the start menu, mabey just so they apear there every time, mabey that some icons would be bigger than other (like
2 x 1 icon size for a specific icon). also, they should have a feature that when you hover above a line that changes the settings of
the menu, it shows pictures of the changed if we enable\/ disable the checkmark box, lastly, when you pop up the menu it doesnt
go smooth and its quite laggy.
even though all of the problems and ideas that could be in it i am going to give it a upvote because the main reason the
expirience i had was damaged is because the 2 monitors setups bugs if you have a single monitor setup i highly reccomend this
steam software

raawwwwr xD lmao this comment is serious tho ignore the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i wrote on this line
also its not true that i have only 0.1 hours on this product, because each time i open it it counts as 1-2 seconds of this software
being open, the only reason it says i have 0.1 hours is becasue i set a macro that would click every 1 seconds on the launch
button so i could reach the minimal time to write this review, hope yall fix those bugs and add my ideas, tnx. I dont see why
there is so many negative reviews.... Vegas works fine for me and it is quite good editing software...
It did crash once for me but just remember to quicksave often (CTRL + S)

But price is a bit much but if you buy it on sale its worth it ��

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Edit: Vegas crashes all the time and i have to re-edit things constantly.... this program is a waste of time
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